Case Log Instructions

Participants of the Orthopaedic Trauma Fellowship Match are required to keep case log reports that need to be completed by completion of fellowship on July 31st. Accurate case reporting is critical to our ability to evaluate fellowship case volumes and case types across the country. We use this information in conjunction with forthcoming survey questions to better describe the range of fellowship experiences.

You will need to log in to through the OTA website, if you have any problems with log on, contact ota@ota.org or (847)698-1931

Important Reminders:

- Please update this weekly, or as timely as possible
- No patient identifying data
- Each procedure should be entered as a single submission
- Record the cases where you are the primary surgeon or first assistant
- Case date CANNOT be outside the window of your fellowship year – August 1 through July 31

*If you are part of an ACGME accredited program, a final case log report can be submitted to oconnell@ota.org by August 10th either by the fellow or the program.*